Terms & Conditions

Light-Emitting Diode (LED) Lighting Systems

Outdoor lighting service provided under Rate Schedule SLE is for lighting systems supplied from overhead and underground distribution facilities on public areas such as streets, bridges, parks, and parking lots, to municipalities and other governmental agencies, or private property customers on areas subject to public egress and ingress such as parking lots.

The following terms and conditions for outdoor lighting service apply under Rate Schedule SLE:

1. PPL Electric Utilities will provide, install, operate and maintain the pole, brackets, luminaire, lamp, photocontrol, overhead or underground conductors and all electrical connections.

2. Electric service is supplied unmetered from PPL Electric Utilities' electric distribution system at 120 volts or 240 volts.

3. The lamp is lighted daily from dusk to dawn. Lamps requiring 24-hour continuous operation will be billed at a monthly rate equal to 160% of the applicable monthly base rate.

4. The customer will pay, if required, a one-time inordinate investment charge prior to the start of construction for lighting installations, decorative or otherwise, whose cost extends beyond that covered by the rate schedule. An "Inordinate Investment Charges" chart is included in this information package.

5. The customer shall be billed for the lighting service on a monthly basis at the appropriate Rate Schedule SLE rate. A "Monthly Leasing Rates" chart is provided in this information package.

6. The customer will be charged a fee for excess underground service length extending more than 150 feet for low-mount and 175 feet for high-mount. Overhead lights requiring more than one span of secondary conductor also will be subject to excess charges.

7. Distribution line extensions and/or transformer costs required to deliver the appropriate secondary voltage to within one span of the lighting service is a direct charge to the customer.

8. All up front charges will be determined by PPL Electric Utilities' regional distribution engineering personnel. Those costs will be payable by the customer prior to the start of construction.

9. New customers are required to sign a 15-year contract for the lighting services.

10. The outdoor lighting terms and conditions expressed above are subject to change. The latest revision of Rate Schedule SLE will prevail.

Want to know more about the PPL Electric Utilities Outdoor Lighting Program?

Call your PPL Electric Utilities representative or PPL Electric Utilities Customer Service Business Accounts 1-888-220-9991, option 4 on IVR during business hours 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.